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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT C.OURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF.TENNESSEE~
WESTERN DIVISION
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

')
)

v.

Criminal No.

\7-aO~,'~fs-~l-\Z_

)

)
BABATUNDE MARTINS,
)
· VICTOR ,DANIEL FORTUNE OKORHf )
BENARD EMURHOWHOARIOGHO
).
')
OKORHI .,;
MAXWELL PETER,\
)
)
DENNIS MIAH,
)
- SUMAILA HARDI WUMPINI,
)
OLUFOLAJIMI ABEGUNDE,
)
AYODEJI OLUMIDf;: OJO,
)
DANA BRADY,
)
JAMES DEAN, and
, )
JAVIER LUIS RAMOS ALONSO

18 USC§ 1349
18 USC§ 1343

ts use§ 1956
18,USC § 371
18USC,§ 1028A
18 USG §-2

FILED UNDER SEAL

)
)
)

Defendants.

THE GRAND JURY CHARGES:
Background
At .all. times relevant to this Indictment:
1.

· A "business email compromise" (BEC) is a type of C(?,rr\puter intrusion that .occurs·

when an employee· of a company is fooled into interacting with an email message that,
I

appears to be,· but is not, legitimate.

The bogus er,nail usually contains either an

attc;ichment or a link to a malicious website.

Clicking on either will release a virus, worm,

spyware or other program application (also known as "malware") that subsequently
_infects the employee's email account and/or computer. Frequently, the malware spreads

,( i:.
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throughout the business' entire computer network. The malware, once executed, can
harvest inf?Jmation, including credentiais, and give the intruding party access to sensitive
company information. .
2.

In one common BEC scam, an intruder monitors email to determine when a large

financial transaction is going to take place. After•iriitial transfer or Wlring.'instructions are
conveyed between legitimate parties to the tran_saction, the intruder sends a follow-up

.

.

email that appears to be coming from the original legitimate sender. This "spoofed" email
'

.,

contains a change of plans, instructing that the money being wired go instead to a diff~rerit
account-one that is under the intruder's control and set up for the purpose of receiving
, the redirected funds.
3.

, Electronic mail (e.mail)-is sent and received over the Internet. Data sent over the

Internet is broken up into manageable chunks known as "packets."
4.

"Company A" is a full-service real estate company headquartered in Memphis,
'

Tennessee, with 115 offices and more than 3,000 licensed sales associates located
throughout its nine-state area of service.

Company A's email servers -are maintained ·in

Memphis:
5.

Match.com was an internet dating service whose normal activities took place ,in

interstate and foreign commerce, and nad an effect on interstate anc;I foreign commerce.
6.

Google; Inc. was an internet service provider Whose normal activities took place in

interstate and fore_ign commerce,. and had an effect on interstate and forei9n commerce.
7.

Yahoo, Inc. was an internet service provider whose normal activities took place in

interstate and foreign commerce, and had an effect on int~rstate and foreign commerce.
2
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Facebook was an internet service provider and social networking site Whose

normal activities took place in interstate and foreign commerce, and had an effect on
· interstate and foreign commerce.
9.

What~App was an encrypted· electronic communications platform whose normal

activities took place in interstate a.pd foreign commerce, and had an effect on interstate
and foreign commerce.
10.

Twitter was an internet service provider and social media site whose normal

activities took place in interstate and foreign commerce, and had an effect on interstate
and foreign COrf!merce.
-1 j.

Western Union was a money service business duly registered wjth.the Financial

Crimes Enforcement Network authorized to act as a money service bus!ness and licensed
and/or registered within the various states in which it does business.
I

12.

MoneyGram was a money service business duly registered with the Financial

Crimes Enforcement Network, authorized to act as a money service busiAess, and

• "\

I

•

liqensed and/or registered within the various states in which it does business.
13.

Bank of America Corporation is a multinational banking and financial services

corporation headquartered in Charlotte, North Carolina, operating in the United States
and approximately, 40 other countries.

Bank of America is a member of and insured by

the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)_,
14.

Personal Identification Information (hereinafter, "Pll") includes,. but is ·not limited

to, ,name, date of birth, address, social security .number, bank account numbers, bank,

3
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routi1.1g numb.ers, and any other name or number that may be used alone or in conjunction
with. any other information to identify a specific individual.
15.

BABATUNDE MARTINS is

a citizen

of Nigeria residing in •Ghana who utilized

and controlled the email account papamart2000@yahoo.com.

Afriocean LTD· is a

busines~ operated by BABATUNDE MARTINS in Accra, Ghana.
16.

VICTOR DANIEL FOR~UNE OKORf:il ("VICTOR OKORHI") is a citizen of

Nig~ria residing in Ghana who utilized an~ controlled the· email and/or cloud storage
accounts vicfoko@yahoo.com, VicdarycomL TD@gmail.com, and
vicdarycornltd@iclOl,!.d.com. Vicdary Company LTD is a business operated by VICTOR

DA~IEL FORTUNE OKORHI in Accra, Ghana.'
17.

BENARD EMURHOWHOARIOGHO OKORHI ("BENARD OKORHI") is a citizen

I

of Nigeria residing in Ghana who utilized and . controlled the ·email accounts
,,

M~rc.Richards@aoLcom and benardokorhi@yahoo.com. Coolben Royal Links LTD is a
. business operated by BENARD OKORHI in Accra, Ghana.
18.

MAXWELL PETER, a/k/a Peter Maxwell ("MAXWELL"), is a qitizen of Ghana

who utilized and controlled the email accounts pet~rma~ell.200@gmail.com and
sandralin200@yahoo;com,

as

well

as

the

Facebook

account

facebook.com/maxwell. peter.5688.
19.

DENNIS MIAH, a/k/a Dennis Brown, a/k/a Dr. Den Brown, is a citizen of Ghana

who utilized an,d controlled the email accounts• JimRoyAirSeal1@yahoo.com and
drdenbrown@yafloo.com, as well as the Facebook account faceb~ok.com/Oga.Bossson
and the Twitter ha_ndl~ @Oga.Bossson.
4
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SUMAILAHARDI ~UMPINI, is a resident of Ghana who utilized and controlled

email

account

h~rdi765_new@hotmail.com

and

the

Facebook

account .

www.facebook.c;;om/Wumpini.Hardy..

21.

OLUFOLA.JIMI ABEGUNDE is a Nigerian citiz·en residing in Atlanta, Georgia.

22.

AYODEJI OLUMIDE OJO is a Nigerian citizen residing in Nigeria, but also lives

with ABEGUNDE in Atlanta, Georgia, when he is in the United States.

23.

DANA BRADY is a citizen of the United States, residing in Washington, who

utilized and controlled the email account bradydana50@gmail.com.

24.

JAMES DEAN is a citizen of the United States, residing in Indiana.

25.

JAVIER LUIS RAMOS ALONSO is a resident of the United States, residing in

California.
26.

D.G.. is a citizen of the United $fates, residing in Mississippi, who utilized and

controlled

the

email

accounts

d2t2green696@yahoo.com

and

d2t2green696@g m~il. com.
27.

J.f3. is a citizen of the United States, residfng in New Jersey, who utilized and

controlled the email account LRIGNWM@yahoo.com.
28.

M.Z. is a citizen' of the United States, residing in Utah, who utilized and controlled

the email account CM.IMIGO@aol.c~m.
29.

. T.W. is a citizen of the United States, residing in Tennessee.
'

'

30.

J.B. is a citiz~n of-the United States, residing in Alabama.

3f.

C.M. is a citizen of the United States, resid_ing in Tennessee, within the Western

District of Tennessee.

5
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32.

c.w; is a citizen of the United States, .residing in Tennessee.

33.

A.K. is a c1tizen of the United States, residing within the Western District of

Tennessee.
34.

V.M. is a citizen of the Unite<:f States, residing in Georgia.
COUNT 1
~onspiracy to Commit Fraud -18 U.S.C. §1349

Paragraphs 1 through 34 are re-alleged- and incorporated by reference as if'fully
set forth·'herein.
35.

Beginning in at least 2012, and continuing thereafter until the date of this

indictment, in the West<:irn District of Tennessee and elsewhere, the defendants,
...

;

BABATUNDE MARTINS
VICTOR DANIEL FORTUNE .OKORHI
BENARD EMURHOWHOARIOGHO OKORHI
. MAXWELL PETER
.
DENNIS MIAH
SUMAILA HARDI WUMPINI
OLUFOLAJIMI Af;3EGUNDE
AYODEJI OLUMIDE OJO
DANA BRADY
JAMES DEAN
JAVIER LUIS RAMOS ALONSO

knowingly and willfully co~spired:and agreed, together an~ with each other, and with other
persons known and unknown to the grand jury, to commit the offenses of mail fraud, wire
fraud, and bank fraud; that is, the defendants:
(a) Pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section' 1341, devised, and intended to
devise a, scheme and artifice to defraud and to obtain money ~nd property by
me~ms of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises, and for
6

i
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, the purpose of executing and attempting to execut~ such scheme and artifice,
knowingly caused to be delivered by the L!nited States Postal Service and private
and interstate commercial car.riers matters according to the directions thereon;
(b) Pursuant to Title 18, United State·s Code, Section 1343, devised and intended· to
devise a scheme and artifice to defraud and to obtain money and property by
means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and promises, and for
th_e purpose of executing. and attempting to execute such scheme and artifice,
transmitted and caused to be transmitted in interstate and foreign commerce
certain wire co~munications;

,

(c) Pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 1344, knowingly executed and
attempted to. execute a ~cheme and artifice to o~tain funds under the custody ·and
control of financi~I institutions;- by means of false and fraudulent. pretenses,
representations, and promises.
Obiect of the Conspiracy
36.

It was the object of the conspiracy that the defendants would unjustly enrich

themselves and each other by cqnducting multiple complex financial fraud schemes via
the internet.

The various fraud schemes included, among others, business email

compromise, romanc~ scams, fraudulerit-check scams·, goldMbuying scams, advancewfee
scams, and credit card scams. The proceeds of these scams, both money and goods,
were shipped and/or transferred from the United States to Accra, Ghana-and other
locations in Nigeria and South Africa-'-through a complex network of.both complicit and
unwitting individuals recruited through the various internet.scams.
7

I
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Manner and Means
The object of the conspiracy was to be accomplished by the following manner and
means, among others:
I

•

37.

It was a part of the conspiracy that the defendants BABATUNDE MARTINS,

MAXWELL, VICTOR OKORHI, BENARD OKORHI~ and/or MIAH would obtain internet
protocol (IP) addresses of susceptible individuals, or.cause IP addresses of susceptible
individuals to be ob!ained, and target those individuals through various internet schemes.
It was a part of the conspiracy that the defend.ants BABATUNDE MA~TINS,

38.

MAXY'/ELL, VICTOR OKORHI, BENARD OKORHI _and/or MIAH would obtain IP

.

addresses for potentially vulnerable email and business servers, or cause IP addresses
'

for potentially vulnerable email and business servers to be obtained, and target those
servers forintrusion.
39.

H was a part of the conspiracy that the d~fenda_nts BABATUNDE MARTINS,

MAXWELL, VICTO~ OKORH_I, BENARD OKORHI and/or MIAH. would use United
States-based IP addresses and virtual private networks (VPNs) to mask the international
locations from which they were acc_essing the internet because many websites and
servers, such as credit card transactio.n processors and dating websites, actively block
access sought through IP addresses based in Africa.
40.

'

It was a part of the conspiracy that the defendants BABATl)NDE MARTINS,

MAXWELL, VICTOR OKORHI, BENARD OKORHI and/or MIAH would spoof emails and.
·sel)d communications, or cause emails to be spoofed and sent,_ under the identity of the
target of the spoof.·

8
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It was a part of the conspiracy that the defendants BABATUNDE MARTINS,

VICTOR DANIEL FORTUNE OKORHI, BENARD EMURHOWHOARIOGHO OKORHI,
MAXWELL, VICTO~ OKORHl, BENARD OKORHI, MIAH, WUMPINI, BRAf?Y, DEAN,
OJO, and others, Would open bank -accounts for the purpose of receiving fraudulently
obtained funds and sending fraudulently-obtained funds to other accounts under control
of the ,tjefendants.
42.

,
.
It was a part of the conspiracy that the defendants BABATUNDE MARTINS,

MAXWELL, VICTOR OKORHI, BENARD OKORHI~ and/or MIAH would monitor. the'
email accounts of professionals in the real estate field to determine when fund transfers
vyere scheduled to take place.
C

43.

It was a part of the conspiracy that the defendants BABATUNDE MARTINS,

MAXWELL, VICTOR OKORHI, BENARD OKORHI~ and/or MIAH would spoof the email
of parties to financial transactions involving real estate, sending instructions that would
redirect wires and transfers of funds to accounts unper the control of the defendants an·d
their associates.
44.

It Was a part of the conspiracy that. the defendants BABATUNDE MARTINS,

VICTOR OKORHI, BENARD OKORHI, MAXWELL, and/or .MIAH would instruct
indivi_duals who received fraudulently-obtained funds- to use the proceeds to purchase
goods, including· construction materials, cellular phones, and other electronics, and cause
those goods to be sent to Ghana for use an_d resale, and the benefit of the defendants
and their co-conspirators and associates.

9
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45. · It was a part of the conspiracy that the defendants MAXWELL, VICTOR OKORHI,
BENARD OKORHI, and/or MIAH would assume false identities on dating websites and

establish email accounts under fictitious names.
46.

_It was a part of the conspiracy that the defendants BABATUNDE MARTINS,

VICTOR OKORHI, BENARD OK<;)RHI, MAXWELL, and/or MIAH would ~eek out and

identify potential victims through, among other means, online romance scams, gol~
buying scams and advance-fee scams.
47.

It was a part of the conspiracy that the defendants BABATUNDE MARTINS,

VICTOR OKORHI, BENARD OKORHI, MAXWELL, and/or MIAH would obtain stolen PII,
I

compromised credit card numbers, banking information, and IP addresses by purchasing
it from ·underground forums, often on t~e internet, operated by individuals (commonly
known as "hackers") who engaged in the theft and sale of such information.

This

information was used by the defendants in furtherance of the schemes to defraud.
48.

It was a part of the conspiracy that the defendants BABATUNDE MARTINS,

VICTOR OKORHI, BENARD OKORHI, MAXWELL, and/or MIAH would carry on, or

cause to be carried on, fictitious online romantic relationships with the victims in order to
convince them to carry out various· acts that furthered the objective of the cons.piracy.
These acts included, among other things, receiving and shipping merchandise, depositing
and forwarding counterfeit checks, and transferring the proceeds of the conspiracy via
wire, U.S. Mail, ocean freight, and express ·package delivery services .
49.

.

It was a p_art of the conspiracy that the defendants BABATUNDE MARTINS,

VICTOR OKORHI, BENARD OKORHI, MAXWELL, MIAH, and/or WUMPINI would
10

J
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cause cellular phones to be activated and voice-over-internet-proto~ol (VoIP) phone
accounts to ·pe established in the .United States.

The phones associated with those
..

ac::counts could t~en be used in Africa to make calls to the United Stat~s. The calls would
appear .to originate. in the United States, rather than from overseas.
· 50.

In order to accomplish the object of the conspiracy, the defendants BABATUNDE

MARTINS, MAXWELL, VICTOR OKORHI, BENARD OKORHI, "MIAH, WUMPINI,
ABEGUNDE, OJO, BRADY, RAMOS, and their co-conspirators committed the following
acts, among others·, in furtherance of the conspiracy:
•I

a.

On

or

about

May

16,

2015, . the

email

accounts

JimRoyAirSe~_l1@yahoo.com and drdenbrown@yahoo.com were created by MIAH pr an
unknown co-conspirator.
b.

In or about May 2015, a dating website profile of "James Roy" was created

by MIAH .or an unknown co-conspfi:ator.
c.

In or about 2012, the identity "Sandra Lin" was created by MAXWELL or an

unknown
co-conspirator.·
.
.,
d.

In or about May 26, 2000, email account papamart2000@yahoo.com was

created by defendant MARTINS or an unknown co-conspirator.
e.

In or about June 201 ~. BENARD OKORHI established the shell company

Coolben Ltd., at leastJn part, for the purpose of receivin·g fraudulently obtained funds from
~nited States-based co-conspirators.

11

•
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On· or before May 30, · 2012, VICTOR OKORHI established the shell

company Vicdary Ltd., at least in part, for the purpose of receiving fraudulently obtained
funds from United States-based co-conspirators.
g.

In or about March 2015, VICTOR OKORHI used the shell company Vicdary

Ltd., to receive fraudulently obtained funds from coconspirator T.W.
h.

. In or about 20.12, through the date of this indictment, MIAH made online

purchases with fraudl!lently obtained credit card numbers using a remote desktop
protocol (RDP) to make it appear that the purchases were being made within the United
States.

i.

On or abou_t December 13', 2016, MIAH caused construction materials to be

purchased with fraudulent!~ obtained funds, an~ caused a freight container of
construction supplies to·be sent to him in Ghana .

. j,

On or about June 11, 201'5, MAXWELL posted to Facebook that "Chairman

Wumpini" had notified him that fraudulently-obtained funds had arrived and were ready
for him to obtain.
k.

On or about December 13, 201-6,

MIAH used_fraudulently obtained funds to

procure shipping labels and emailed those labels to a known co-conspirator for use in
shipping items purchased wit~ fraudulently-obtained funds to Africa.

I.

On or about June 30, 2016, unknown coconspirators spoofed the email

-accounts of Company A's agents and fraudulently misdirected funds that had been
intended for a real estate transaction to a different destination.

12

"
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'

m.

On or about June 30·, 2016, unknown coconspirators.obtained information

transaction,
worth in excess of $5,000-that is, the closing information of a reai e_state
,
which was worth approximately $33;495-after gaining unauthorized access into the
•,

email' servers of Company A.
n.

1

Also on or about June 30, 2016, MAXWELL instructed J.R. to wire funds

that had been obtained ffom the actions in the preceding paragraph to MARTINS in
Ghana.
)

o.

On or about June 30, 2016, the wire transfer to MARTINS from the June 30

incident ipvolving Company A was recalled due to suspicion of fraud.
p.

In or about August 2016, OJO opened a new bank account at Wells Fargo

after a -previous account at Bank of America had been shut down on suspicion of fraud,
~

and· used ABEGUNDE's address for the new account, into which proceeds from the
closed account were deposited.
q.

In or about OQtober 2016, A6EGUNDE and OJO c:;tgreed that OJO would

use ABEGUNDE's address in the United States for the purpose of opening a Wells-Fargo
'

C

•

bank account, knowir,,g that OJO needed a United States address to associate with the
account, as OJO was a resident
r.

of Nigeria and

did not reside in the United States.

In 9r about April 16, 2014, within the West.em District of .Tennessee and

elsewhere, BENARD OKORHI, using the email account Marc.Richards@aol.com,
directed C.M. to obtain cash advances totaling $1,950 from ·credit card_s and send the
proceeds to-recipients in Ghana, Africa. C.M. was also instructed by BENARD OKQRHI

13
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to purchase five iPhone 5s cellular phones from an Apple store located within the Western
District. of Tennessee, and ship those phone.s to recipients in Ghana, Africa.
s.

In a June ·1, 201°5 email from MIAH, using drdenbrown@yahoo.com, to

BENARD OKOR~I, at the email address Marc.Richards@aol.com, MIAH requests that

a romance S?am, using BENARD ·OKORHl's

BENARD OKORHI ·call the target of

.

.

Americanized a9cent in the furtherance of that particular part of the scam. MIAH wrote:
"Talking to her will ~ake her believe more and understand things well." '
t.

. On or about March 3, 2017, DEAN transferred money to a known co-

conspirator, knowing that amount represented the proceeds of fr~ud.
All in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1349.
COUNTS 2-8
Wire Fraud ::-18 U.S.C. § 1343

The fa_cts set forth in paragraphs 1 through 50 above are re-alleged and
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein.
51.

Beginning in at least 2012, and continuing thereafter until the date of this

indictment, i1"1 the Western District of Tennessee and elsewhere, the defendants, devised
and intended to devise a scheme to defraud and to obtain money and property by means
of materially false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises.
52.

On or about each of the dates set forth below, for the purpose of executing the
.
.
scheme described above, and attempting to do so, the defenda'nts caused to be

transmitted by means of wire communication in interstate commerce, the signals and
sounds described below for"each count, each transmission constituting a separate count:
14

'
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DATE

4/16/14

3

4/16/14

4

7/1/16

7/25/16

6

5/26/17

7

5/30/17

8
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TRANSMISSION.
BENARD EMURHOWHOARIOGHO OKORHI, using an
alias
· associated
with
the
email
account
Marc.Richards@aol.com, directed C.M. to obtain cash
advances totaling $1,950 from her credit cards and send
the proceeds to recipients in .Ghana, Africa.
BENARD EMURHOWROARIOGHO OKORHI, using an
alias
associated
with
the
email
account
· Marc.Richarqs@aol.com, instructed C.M. to purchase
five iPhone 5s cellular phones from an Apple store
located within the Western District of Tennessee and ship
those phones to recipients in Ghana, Africa.
At MAXWELL PETER'S instruction, J.R. fraudulently
accepted a $33,495 wire transfer into his TD Bank
account, with that amount representing. the proceeds of a
bu~iness email compromise of Company A in Memphis,
TN, with J.R. afterwards sending a wire transfer of
$35,000 to BABATUNDE 'MARTINS' Guaranty Trust
Bank account endinA 0230.
,
JAVIER LUIS RAMOS ALONSO accepted a $154,371
wire·, representing the proceeds of a BEC of Company A
in Memphis, TN, into his vyells Fargo ac9o'unt ending
7688-, and then subsequently deposited the proceeds of
this and/or subsequent - BECs electronically into an
account controlled by AYODEJI OLUMIDE OJd i.n
Atlanta, GA.
'
·
MAXWELL. PETER, in communications sent to J.R.'s
WhatsApp instant-messaging account, directed an FBI
Agent acting in an unde~cover capacity to receive a
$15,000 chec_k representing the proceeds of fraud. The
FBI agent received the~e communications on a cellular
telephone that was located in the Western District of
Tennessee.
MAXWELL PETER, in. communications sent to J,.R.'s
WhatsApp instant-messaging account, dir~cted an FBI
Agent acting in an undercover capacity to send $5,000 of
fraudulently obtained funds to MAXWELL PETER in
Ghana. The FBI agent received these communications
.on a cellular telephone that wa~ located in the Western
District of Tennessee.
MAXWELL PETER, in communications sent to J.R.'s
WhatsApp instantwmessaging account, directed an FBI
Agent acting in an undercover capacity to ~end a $15,000

15

..
i

!
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check that represented the proceeds of fraud to
MAXWELL PETER in Ghana. The FBI agent received
these communications on a cellular telephone that was
located ·in the Western District of Tennessee.
All in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1343 and Section 2.
C0UNT9.
Money Laundering - 18 U.S.C. § 1956(h} .

The facts set forth in paragraphs 1 through 50 above are re-alleged and
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein.
53.

Beginning in ·at least 2012, and continuing thereafter until the date of this

indictment, in the Western District of Tennessee and elsewhere, the defendants,
BABATUNDE MARTINS
MAXWELL PETER
DENNIS MIAH
SUMAILA HARDI WUMPINI
VICTOR DANIEL FORTUNE OK0RHI
BENARD EMURHOWHOARI0GHO OKORHI
OLUF0LAJJMI ABEGUNDE
AYODEJI OLUMIDE OJO
DANA BRADY
JAMES DEAN
JAVIER LUIS RAMOS ALONSO

did knowingly combine, conspire and a·gree with each other and with other persons known
and unknown to the grand jury, to commit offenses against the United States in violation
of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1956, specifically to knowingly conduct and
attempt to conduct, financial transactions affecting interstate and foreign commerce,
¼'.hich transactions involved the proceeds of specified unlawful activity, that is, wire fraud,
mail fraud, bank fraud, and unaµthorized ·access of a pr:otected computer, knowing that
the transactions were designed in whole or in part to conceal and disguise the nature,
16
.
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location, source, ownership, ~nd control of the proceeds of specified unlawful activity, and
that while conducting and attempting to conduct such financial transactions, knew that
the property involved in the financial transactions repre$ented the proceeds of some form
of unlawful activity; all in violation of Title 18, United States · Code, Section
1956(a)(1 )(B)(i).

The manner and means used to, accomplish the objectives of the

conspiracy included, among others, ail of the acts described in paragraphs 32 through 45
<?f this indictm.ent, all in violation of Title 18, United S~ates Code, Sections 19~6(h) and 2.
COUNT10
Conspiracy to Commit Computer Fraud· - 18 U.S.C. § 371

Paragraphs 1 through 50 are re-alleged and incorporated by reference as if fully
set forth ·herein.

l

54.

Beginniri~ in at least 2012, and continuing thereafter unt'il .the date of this

· indictment, in the Western District of Tennessee and elsewhere, the def~ndants, ·
BABATUN.DE MARTINS
MAXWELL PETER
DENNIS MIAH
VICTOR DANIEL, FORTUNE OKORHI
B~NARD EMURHOWHOARIOGHO OKORHI
SUMAILA HARDI WUMPINI

and other persons known and unknown to the grand jury, did knowingly. combined,
conspired and agreed w.ith each other to commit and attempt to commit fraud and related .
activity in connection with computers; that is, to execute a scheme and artifice to obtain
from the electronic files and communications of real estate professionals associated with
"Company A''-that is, information about pending yvire transfers in order to re~direct the

17
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sch.eduled transfers of funds to accounts under the -control of defendants and their co
conspirators (the "scherrie"), and for the purpose of executing and attempting to execute
the scheme did intentionally access without authorization a computer and thereby
obtained information
.from that protected computer, namely, information about the June
.
'

30, 20.16 wire transfer, w~rth. in excess of $5,000, in violation of Title 18, United States
Code,

Sections

1030(a)(2)(C),

1030(a)(4)1030(c)(2)(B)(i),

1030(c)(3)(A),

&

1030(c)(2)(B)(iii); all in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 371.
Object of the Conspiracy
55.

It was the object of the conspiracy that the defendants and their ~a-conspirators

would u~justly enrich themselves and each other by lea~ning when money was to be wired
I

in connection with real estate. transactions and re-directing those funds to accounts
controlled by the defendants.
Manner and Means of the Conspiracy
56.

The manner and means of the conspiracy are described in Paragraphs 37 through

50 of this Indictment.
Overt Acts
57.

The overt acts in further~nce ~f the conspiracy and to' effect the object of the

conspiracy include, among others, the actions described in Paragraph 50(1) through 50(q)
of this Indictment.
All in violation of Title 18, Uriited States

Coqe, Sections 371.

COUNT11
18

·
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Aggr:avated Identity Th~ft-18 U.S.C. § 1028A(a) and.(b)
Paragraphs 1 through 50 are re-alleged and incorporated by reference as if
fully set forth herein.
58.

On or about June 30, 2016, in the Western District of Tennessee an.d elsewhere,

:the defendants,

BABATUNDE MARTINS
MAXWELL PETER
DENNIS MIAH
duri11g and in relation to a violation of Title 18, Unit$d States Code, Section· 1343,
knowingly transferred, ·possessed and used, with.out lawful authority, a means of
identification of another person, as defined in Title 18., United States . code, Section
1028(d)(7)(A), specifically, the name, identifying ·information-, and .unique electronic
address of V.M., with the int~nt to commit, or to aid or abet, or in connection with obtaining
anything of value aggregating $1,000 or more during a one-year period as charged in
Counts One, Four, Nine, and Ten; all in violation,of i"itle 18, United States Code, Section
.

'

1028A(a) and (b), and Section 2.

COUNT12
Aggravated Identity Theft - 18· U.S.C. §· 1028A(a) and (b)
Paragrapbs ·1 through 50 are re-alleged and incorporated by reference as if fully
set forth herein.

19
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Ori or about July .25, 2016, in the Western District of Tennessee and elsewhere,

the defendants,
OLUFOLAJIMI ABEGUNDE
AYODEJ.I OLUMIDE OJO
JAVIER LUIS RAMOS ALONSO

during ·and in rela_tion to a violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1343,
knowingly transferred, possessed and used, without lawful authority, a. means of
identification of another person, as defined in Title 18, United States Code, Section
1028(d)(7)(A), specifically, the name, identifying information; and t,mique electronic
address of AK., with the intent to commit, or to'aid or abet, or in conne_ction with obtaining
anything of value aggregating $1,000 or more during a one-year period as charged in
Counts One, Five, Nine, ~nd Ten;

all in violation ·of Title 1.8, United States Code, Section

1-028A(a) and (b), and Section 2.
COUNT13
Aggravated Identity Theft-18 U.S.C. § 1028A(a) and {b)

Paragraphs 1 through 50 are re-alleged and incorporated by reference as lf fully
set forth her~in.
60.

On or about May 2015, in the Western District of Tennessee and elsewhere, the

defendant,
DENNIS MIAH

during and in relation to a violation of Title 1-8, United States Code, Section 1343,
knowingly' transferred, possessed and used, withol)t lawful authority, a means of
identification of another person, as. defined in Title 18, United States Code, Section
20
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1028(d)(7)(A), specifically, the name, identifying information, and unique electronic
~ddress of C.W., With the intent to commit, or to aid or abet, or in connectiol') with o.btaining
anything of value aggregating $1,000

or more

during a one-year period as charged in

Counts One, Four, Nine, and Ten; all in violation·of Title 18, United States Code, Section
1028A(a) and (b), and Section 2.
COUNT14
Aggravated Identity Theft-18 U.S.C. § 1028A(a) and (b)

Paragraphs 1 through 50 are re-alleged and incorporated by reference as if fully
set forth herein.
61.

On or about April 8, 2017, in the Western District of Tennessee and elsewhere, the

defendant,
MAXWELL PETER

durin_g and ih relation to a violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section 1343,
knowingly transferred; possessed, and used, witho.ut lawful authority, a means of
identification of another person, as defined in Title 1'8, United States Code, Section
1028(d)(7)(A), specifically, the name, identifying_ information, and unique electronic
address of J.R., with the intent to commit, or to aid or ~bet, or in connection with obtaining

.

anything of value aggregating $1,000 or more during a orie-year period as charged in
Counts One, Four, Nine, and Ten; all in violation of Title 18, United States Code, Section
1028A(a) and (b), an.d Section 2.

NOTICE OF INTENT TO SEEK FORFEITURE
21
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The allegations contained in Counts 1 through 14 of this indictment are re-

alleged and incorporated by reference for the purpose of all~ging forfeitures pursuant to
Title 18, United .States -~ode, Sections 981 (a)(1 )(C), 982(a)(1) and (2)(A) ·and (8), and
1030(i), and Title 28 United States Code, Section 2461 (c).
2.

Upon conviction for violating Title 18, United States Code, Sections 1341,

or 1343 as set forth in Counts 2-8 of this indictment, or a conspiracy to violate same, the
defendants BABATUNDE MARTINS, VICTOR pANIEL FORTUNE OKORHI, BENARD
EMURHOWHOARIOGHO OKORHI, MAXWELL PETER, DENNIS MIAH, SUMAILA
HARDI WUMPINI, OLUFOLAJIMI ABEGUNDE, AYOD~JI OLUMIDE OJO, DANA
BRADY, and JAVIER LUIS RAMOS ALONSO shall forfeit to the United States
'

pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 981 (a)(1)(C), any property
constituting, or derived from, proceeds obtained, directly or indirectly, as a result of said
.offenses. The property to be forfeited includes, but is not limited to, the following:
a.

residences and real property;

b.

vehicles;

c.

electronic devices;

· d.

e.

currency and bank accour:1ts; and
personal items.

If any of property described above, as a result of any ~ct or O!llis•sion· of the defendants:
a.

cannot be located upon the exercise of due diligence;

b.

has been transferred.or sold to or deposited with a third party;

c.

has been placed beyond the jurisdiction of the court;

22
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d.

has been substantially diminished in value; or

d.

has been commingled with other property which cann~t be divided without
difficylty;

-

the United States shall·be entitled to forfeit~re of substitute property pursuant to Title 21,
United States Code, Section 853(p), as incorporated by Title 18, United States· Code,
Section 982(b)(1) and Title 28, United States Code, Section 2461(c).

3.

Upon conviction for violating Title 18, United States Gode, Section 1349,

conspiracy to commit wire fraud, or Title 18, United States Code, Section 371, conspiracy.

.

to commit computer fraud pursuant to Title 18, U'nited States Code, Section 1030, set
forth in Counts 1 and ·10 of this indictment, the defendants BABATONDE MARTINS,
VICTOR DANIEL FORTUNE OKORHI, BENARD EMURHOWHOARIOGHO OKO.RHI,
MAXWELL PETER, DENNIS· MIAH, SUMAILA HARDI WUMPINI, OLUFOLAJIMI
ABEGUNDE, AYODEJI OLUMIDE OJO, DANA BRADY,. JAMES DEAN, and JAVIER
LUIS RAMOS ALONSO shall forfeit to the United States, pursuant to Title 18, United

States Code, Sections 982(a)(2)(B) and 1030(i):
a.

pursuant to Title 18, United States Code,.Sections 982(a){2)(6) a~d 1030(i),

'
any property, real or personal, ·constitl!ting,
or derived from, proceeds obtained directly or
indirectly as a result of such offense; and
b.

pursuant ·to Title 18, United States Code, Section 1030(i), any personc;tl

property that was useq or intended to be used-to commit or to facilitate the commission

.

of such offense. The property to be forfeited includes, but is not limited to:
23
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construction

materials, bank accounts, and
2.

A sum of money equal to the proceeds derived from or 9btained as

a result of such offense.
If any of property described above, as· a result of any act or omission of the defendants:
a.

cannot be located upon the exercise of due diligence;

b.

has been transferred or sold to or deposited with. a third party;

c.

.has been placed beyond the jurisdiction of the court;

d.

has been substantially diminished in value;· or

d. ·

has ·been commingled with other property which cannot be divided without
dJfficulty;

the United States shall be entitled to forfeiture of substitute property pursuant to Title 21,
United States Code·, Secti.on 853(p),· as incorporated by Title 18, United States Code,

.

I

.

Sec~ions · 982(b) and 1030(1); all pursuant to Title 1~. United States Code, Sections
982(a)(2)(B), 982(b) and 1030(i), and Title 21, United States Code, Section 853.

4. ·

Pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section 982(a)(1 ), upon conviction

of an offense in violation of Title 18, United States Code, § 1956 as charged in Count 10
of this i,ndictment, the defend·ants BABATUNDE MARTINS, VICTOR DANIEL FORTUNE
0KORHI, BENARD EMURH0WH0ARI0GHO 0K0RHI, MAXWELL PETER, DENNIS
MIAH, SUMAILA HARDI WUMPINI, OLUFOLAJIMI ABEGUNDE, AY0DEJI 0LUIVIIDE
9J0, DANA BRADY, JAMES DEAN, and JAVIER LUIS RAMOS ALONSO shall forfeit
24
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to the United States any property, real or personal, involved in ·such offense and any
property traceable to property. The property to be forfeited includ.es, but is not limited to,
the following:
~-

residences and real property;

b.

vehicles;

c.

electronic devices;

d.

currency and bank accownts; ~nd

e.

personal iterns.

Further, if any property de~cribed above, as a result of any act or omission of the
defendants:
a.

cannot be located upon the exercise of due diligence;

b.

has been transferred or §3Qld to or deposited with a third party;

c.

has been commingled with other property which cannot be divided without

difficulty;
the l)nited States shall be entitled tQ forfeiture of substih:1~e property pursuant to Title 21,
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,,.

United States Code, Section 853(p )', as incorporated by Title 18, United States Code,
Section 982(b)(1) and' Title 28, United States Code, Section 2461(c).
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